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ABSTRACT

This report describes an update of a computer program which operates

on hydrodynamic output from the RELAP5/MOD3program and computes piping
i

hydrodynamic force/time histories for input into various structural

analysis codes. This version of the program is compatible with RELAP5/MOD3

and the Micro Vax computing environment whereas an earlier version of the

program was compatible with RELAP5/MODI. The report describes the force

calculation theory, showing the development of a general force equation and

the solution of this equation within the RELAP5output structure. To

illustrate the calculational method and provide results for discussion, a

sample problem is presented. A detailed user manual for the computer

program is included as an appendix.

The work was originally performed in support of the NRCSafety/Relief

Valve Program for which EG&GIdaho acted as the System Integrator.
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SUMMARY

This report describesan update of a computer programthat uses

hydrodynamicoutput from the RELAP5/MOD3program and computes piping
,, e

hydraulicforce/timehistoriesfor input into various structuralanalysis

codes. This version of the program is compatiblewith RELAPS/MOD3and the
o

Micro Vax computingenwironmentwhereas an earlier versionof the program

was compatiblewith RELAP5/MODI. This program is consideredan improvement

over existing force calculationtechniquesavailableat EG&G Idaho because

it solves the force equation using the pressure and wall shear force terms

insteadof the pressure and fluid accelerationterms, eliminatingpotential

instabilitiesassociatedwith computing the time derivative in the fluid

accelerationterm; and uses output from the RELAP5/MOD3program, an

advancedone-dimensionalcomputerprogramwhich is fast, accurate and easy

to use.

A general equationwas constructedto describe the force exerted on a

container. This general equation is applicableto a wide variety of pipe

force situationsand serves as the fundamentalrelationshipfor the

calculationprogram. Forces are computed for each RELAP5 hydrodynamic

controlvolume, then summed over designated controlvolumes to obtain the

total force.

The computer programR5FORCE/MOD3sis designed to operateon input,

output and calculationalphases. During the input phase, system geometry

data and user input data are read, stored in memory,and then used to set

up control arrays. The c_Iculationphase involvesa progressionthrough

the RELAP5 output data where all required forces are computed and written

to an output file. Upon completion of the requested force calculations,

the program provides a summary identifying the maximum positive and

negative forces enc.ountered for each volume force, subforce and combined

force requested, including the time of the maximumforce.

A sample problem was consideredto illustratethe calculational

techniqueand provide results for discussion. Two sample problemswere
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used to create results for comparisonwith existing force calculation

techniquesavailableat EG&G Idaho, Inc. The same systemwas used for both

sample problems and consistedof a supply vessel connectedby a valve to

anaccumulatorwhich was then connectedto a relief valve through a shorto

length of piping;a sectionof reliefvalve dischargepiping was also

included. The first transientconsistedof a system filled reli,_fvalve

inlet line in which the supply vesselpressure was increaseduntil the

relief valve opened. The valve separatingthe supply vessel and the

accumulatorwas then closed, allowingthe accumulatorto blowdown until the

relief valve closed. The second transientwas identicalto the first

except the loop seal in the relief valve inletpiping was filled with

subcooledliquid. Force calculationswer,_performedfor each transient and

results are presented later in this report.

A detailed user manual for R5FORCE/MOD3sis includedas an appendix to

this report.
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R5FORCE/MOD3s:A PROGRAMTO COMPUTEFLUID INDUCED

FORCESUSINGHYDRODYNAMICOUTPUTFROMTHE RELAP5/MOD3CODE

I. INTRODUCTION

There are currently available a number of computer programs (such as

RELAP51,9 and TRAC2) that have the capability of simulating the

transient and steady-state flow behavior in piping systems under both

single and two-phase flow conditions. In each of these programs, the

primary effort was directed towards predicting the flow behavior in the

piping system but did not include the calculation of fluid induced forces.

For the design and analysis of piping systems (such as relief valve

discharge piping, systems undergoing pipe rupture, or abnormal valve or

pump operation), fluid forces on the piping are an important portion of the

overall structural analysis and must be computed.

This report describes the development of a computer program that

operates on hydrodynamic output from the RELAP5/MOD3program and computes

piping hydraulic force/time histories for input into various structural

analysis codes, such as NUPIPE,3 SAP4, or ADINA5. This program is

considered an improvement over existing force calculation techniques

available at EG&GIdaho (References 6 and 7) because it solves the force

equation using the pressure and wall shear force terms instead of the

pressure and fluid acceleration terms, eliminating potential instabilities

associated with computing the time derivative in the fluid acceleration

term; and uses output from the RELAP5/MOD3program, an advanced

one-dimensional computer program that is fast, accurate and easy to use.

This version of the program is compatible with RELAP5/MOD3and the Micro

Vax computing environment whereas an earlier version of the program I0 was

compatible with RELAP5/MODI.

Section 2 of this report is a description of the force calculation

theory showing the development of a general force equation and how it

applies to various system geometries. Section 3 details how these force

equations are then solved within the RELAP5output structure. The
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resultingcomputer programR5FORCE/MOD3sis described in Section4. To

illustratethe calculationalmethod and provide results for discussion,a

sample problem is considered in Section5. In Section6, this sample

problem and a slightlymodified form of this problem are used in a

comparison study with previouslyexistingcalculationaltechniques

availableat EG&G Idaho. Section7 includesseveralconclusionsfrom this

work. A detailed user manual for the R5FORCE/MOD3sprogram is includedas

an appendix to this report.



2. FORCECALCULATIONTHEORY

2.1 General Equation

lt is possible to derive a general equation for the net force exerted

on a container based upon the following assumptions:

I. Neglect external fluid velocity and shear force effects

2. One-dimensional uniform cross sectional area control volume

3. Normal stress approximated by the quasi steady change in momentum

(the local dynamic pressure plus the fluid momentum)

4. Uniform fluid velocity, density, and pressure over the local

cross sectional area and uniform shear over the local control

volume surface area.

Based on the cross sectional view of the arbitrary shaped container and the

notation specified in Figure I, this equation can be expressed as

F = - (Pll + Pl u_) Ali + (PI2 + Pl u_) AI2 + PEI AEI " PE2 AE2 + _ As (1)

where

A : volume surface area

P = fluid pressure

u - fluid velocity

p : fluid density

: shear force per unit area
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Figure I. Generalized fluid container



and tile subscripts (I) and (E) refer to interior or external conditions,

tile subscripts (I) and (2) refer to the volume inlet or outlet and the

subscript (s) refers to th4._interior surface area pa,,-allel to the flow.

The first f.our terms in this equation represen, t the forces resulting from

the pressure and momentum at Control Surfaces CSI and CS?. The fifth term

represents the force resulting from fluid shear on Control Surface CS3.

Starting from basic principles, a detailed development of Equation (I) is

included in A_o'endix A. lhis equation applies to a wide variety of pipe

force situations _nd serv_;s as the fundamental relationship for the

calculation program described herein.

A dynamic structural analysis of a piping system requires that forces

be applied, in terms of time histories, ai', various points or node locations

in the piping model. Th_,... nodes are generally located near components

that result in either a change in flow direction or flow area (such as

elbows or bends, reducers, valves or an o!pen pipe end). Since the

application of Equation I,l) makes it possible to compute a net force for

each volume in the hydrodynamic analysis, the total force at any particular

node location can be considered to be the sum of the ihdividual forces of

each hydrodynamic volume within the cont_'ol volume defining the nodal force.

Equation (I) is made up of five terms. Two of these terms represent

forces associated with the volume inlet junction, twc with the volume

outlet junction and one with the volume _itself. The application of

Equation (I) will differ depending on the type of volume end geometry. In

particular, a volume can be connected to an adjoining volume in one of four

ways:

I. Continued--Adjacent volumes are at the same angle, such _s

Volumes CV2 and CV3 in Figure 2

2. Bounded--Adjacent vo'lumes are at different angles, such as

Volumes CV3 and CV4 in Figure 2
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Figure 2. Typical piping/control volume
system,
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3. Open--A volume represents the end of a pipe, although continued

to an adjacent volume la the RELAP5 model, such as Volume CV4 in

Figure 2

4. Special--Mechanistic junction models, such as the relief valve

between Volumes CVI and CV2 in Figure 2.

These geometries can also contain urea changes bet_een adjacent

volumes and a constant or variable throat ratio, simulating an orifice or a

valve. Each of these geometries will be discussed in greater detail below.

2.2 Continued Junction

From the previous discussion, the junction connecting Volumes CV2

and CV3 in Figure 2 can be considered to be continued since there is no

change in direction between the adjacent volumes. Applying the applicable

portions of Equation (I) to the inlet and outlet junctions of a general

hydrodynamic control volume results in:

2
F1 = -(PI1 + Pl Ul ) Ali + PE1AEI

F2 = (PI2 + Pl u12) AI2 " PE2 AE2

where

P = fluid pressure

= fluid density

u = fluid velocity

A = area



arld tile subscripts (I) and (E) refer to internal and external conditions,

a_Id the subscripts (I) and (2) refer to the inlet and outlet junctlons of a

control volume, respectively. Thus, there are four internal parameters (P,

p, u, A) and two external parameters (P, A) that must be determined for

the inlet and outlet junction of each control volume.

The external pressure at the inlet and outlet junction are available

fron_ the input data to R5FORCE. The internal change in momentum and area

at the inlet and outl_,t junction are not available directly in RELAP_,

however, they can be computed as discussed in Appendix B.

2.3 Bounded Junction

The junction connecting Volumes CV3 and CV4 in Figure 2 can be

considered to be bounded since there is a change in direction between

adjacent volumes. Applying the applicable portions of Equation (I) to the

inlet and outlet junctions of a general hydrodynamic control volume results

in:

2
F1 : -(PI1 + Pl Ul ) Ali + PE1 AEI

2
F2 = (P!2 + Pl Ul ) AI2 " PE2 AE2

Note' When the (P + PUl2)(A) term was evaluated for a continued type

2
of junction, the (P + puI ) term corresponded to the pressure and momentum

approximated from volume conditions impinging on a flow area restriction•

For a bounded type of junction, this force will still exist in addition to

the force resulting from the pressure and momentum at the junction acting

on the pipe during the bend. Expanding the above expressions to account

for these force developing areas results in:
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2 2
F1 = -(PI1 + Pl Ul ) Ali- (PI1 + PlJI UlJl ) AIJI + PE1 AEI

2 ¸ 2

F2 : (PI2 + Pl Ul ) AI2+ (P!2 + PlJ2 UlJ2 ) AIJ2 " PE2 AE2

where the subscript (J) refers to junction conditions.

Note" Since the force on each hydrodynamic control volume is

computed, then summed over one or more control volumes with the same

elevational angle, the results will be independent of the geometric

relationship of the volumes on the other side of a bend. Thus, the results

are not dependent on any particular bend angle.

2.4 Open Junctioq

The outlet junction of Volume CV4 in Figure 2 can be considered to be

open, representative of the end of a pipe. Since an open pipe is at the

outlet of a piping system, only the outlet junction of a volume will be

considered to be open. Applying the applicable portions of Equation (I) to

the outlet junction of a general hydrodynamic _ontrol volume results in:

= 2) A - P AEF2 (PI2 + Pl Ul 12 E2 2

2.5 Special Junction

Because of the physical differences between an actual relief valve and

the RELAP5 model of a relief valve, the junction connecting Volumes CVI

and CV2 in Figure 2 must be treated with a special mechanistic model. Two

special mechanistic models currently exist in the code, one of which is a

relief valve model with the orifice on the inlet and the other is a relief

valve with the orifice on the outlet. Both of these mechanistic models

assume the control volumes connected to the relief valve inlet and outlet

• are at an angle to each other. Applying the applicable portions of



Equation (I) to the valve inlet (outlet junction of the preceding control

volume) and cutlet (inlet junction of the following control volume) where

the orifice is on the valve outlet results in'

12 2F l= -(PI1 + Pl u ) Ali " (PIJI + PlJI UlJl ) AIJI + PE1 AEI
,

= 2 " PE AEF2 (P,12+ Pl Ul ) AI2 2 2

where the valve outlet force (FI) is defined as though it were a bounded

junction and the valve inlet force (F2) is defined as though it were a

continued junction, except that area AI2 is the full area of the pipe.
For the case of the relief valve orifice being on the valve inlet, the

above equations would be reversed.

10
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3. COUPLINGTO RELAP5

The numerical solution of the two-phase flow equations in RELAP5is

. accomplished through the use of a spatial mesh of hydrodynamic control

volumes connected by junctions. Fluid properties are defined at the center

of each control volume (such aspressure, density and velocity) and at each

junction (such as density and velocity). The application of Equation (I)

makes it possible to compute a net force for each hydrodynamic control

volume in the RELAP5analysis° In general, each force control volume

includes one or more control volumes. Moreover, the force acting on each

control volume can be computed, then summedover an entire force control

vo I ume.

Examining Equation (I) yields several flow quantities that must be

obtained from RELAP5in order to evaluate the forces acting on a control

volume.

These include the following:

I. Control volume pressure

2. Control volume shear force

3. Control volume momentum

4. Junction throat ratio

5. Indication of choking at a junction.

The control volume pressure is readily available as is the momentum

term and the indication of junction choking. However, the control volume

momentummust be modified for a two-phase flow situation as:

# u2 = eg #g Ug2 + (l-eg)pf uf 2

where e is the void fraction and the subscripts (g) and (f) refer to

the gas and fluid phases, respectively.
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The controlvolume shear force term is not availabledirectly in

RELAP5, however, it can be computed as discussed in Appendix C. To

correctlycomputethe fluid shear however,system componentsresulting in a

frictionalloss, such as elbows,must be modeled bymodifying the volume

roughnessrather than by adding an energy loss coefficientat a junction.

Modificationof the volume roughnessis also contained in Appendix C.

Using the internallycomputedproperties,the followingquantities are

written to the RELAP5 output tape at every successfultime step.

I. For each volume:

a. Control volume pressure

b. Total wall shear

, c. Control volume momentum

2. For each junction:

a. Junction throat ratio

bo Indicationof junctionchoking

This informationcan then be used to compute the force on any RELAP5

controlvolume then summed over designatedcontrol volumesto obtain the

total force.

12



4. THE COMPUTERPROGRAM

The computer program that solves the force equations and creates a

force/time history is entitled R5FORCE. The program uses output data from

RELAP5 in the format described in Appendix C; the code updates used to

create this data file are also included in this appendix.

Figure 3 shows that R5FORCE uperates in an input, calculational and

output phase. During the input phase, system geometry data (available on

the RELAP5 output tape) and user input data are read and stored in memory.

This data is then used to set up integer control arrays that contain such

information as the force reference numbers, direction indicator flags, and

applicable RELAP5 junction and control volume numbers. Once the control

arrays are established the calculation phase involves a progression through

the RELAP5 output data, where all required forces are computed (at each

RELAP5 computational time step) and then written to an output file; forces

can also be printed at selected time steps. Upon completion of the

requested force calculations, the program provides a summary identi'fying

the maximum positive and negative forces encountered for eachvolume force,

subforce, and combined force requested, including the time of the maximum

force. In addition, each computed force can be output in a format suitable

for plotting. Pressures at each RELAP5 control volume can also be written

to an output file for use as input to structural analysis codes.

In order to be consistent with the basic equations solved in R5FORCE,

the following conventions must be followed.

I. The RELAP5 model must be developed in the direction of positive

flow.

2. The force direction must be colinear with the pipe axis, in any

direction.

13
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Figure 3. R5FORCE flow diagram.
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3. System componentsresultingin a frictionalloss, such as elbows,

must be modeled by modifyingthe volume roughness_term, _ot by

the addition of an energy loss coefficient. Note" The roughness

cannot be larger than half the volume diameter.

R5FORCE/MOD3shas been written using FORTRANVersion 5.
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5. SAMPLEPROBLEM

A sample problem is now considered in order to illustrate the

application of the methods considered previously, and also to provide

results for discussion. Detailed user input instructions for this sample

problem are discussed in Appendix F of this report.

The sample problem consisted of a simple relief system as shown in

Figure 4. The system involved a pressurized accumulator connected to a

relief valve through a short length of piping which served as a loop seal.

The relief valve discharge piping terminated as an open pipe segment.

A RELAP5/MODI hydrodynamic model of this system1 was used to generate

an input file for force calculations. This model consisted of fluid

control volumes connected by junctions and extended through the entire

piping systeni. Each control volume and junction was described in terms of

fluid state, geometry, and flow characteristics, with locations selected to

ensure adequate representation of the fluid transient.

Upstream from the relief valve, the accumulator and piping initially

contained saturated steam at a pressure of 16.55 MPa that was increased

linearly to 18.27 MPa in 0.5 s. The discharge piping was assumed to be

initially filled with saturated steam at atmospheric pressure; the

downstream boundary was maintained at this pressure. The fluid transient

considered involved a 40 ms relief valve opening beginning when the relief

valve inlet pressure reached 17.24 MPa, which occurred at 0.21 s.

Following the valve opening, steady Flow in the piping was achieved at

approximately 0.5 s, once the supply pressure stopped increasing. The

valve separating the supply vessel and the accumulator remained open until

1.0 s, at which time it was closed, allowing the accumulator to blowdown

until the relief valve closed at 16,38 MPa at 1,44 s, The problem was

terminated at 2.0 s.

16
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A description of the various subforce and combined forces Selected for

discussion is Shown in Figure 5 _ Figure 6 is a force/time history of

subforces SFIOI and SF103 which act on opposing elbows as shown in

Figure 5, and Figure 7 is the force/time history for the combined force

CF201. Figures 8 and 9 describe the subforces and combined force on a pipe

leg which includes an area change.
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Figure 5, Sample piping system showing
selected forces,
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6. COMPARISONWITH EXISTING TECHNIQUES

At EG&GIdaho, Inc., fluid induced forces have typically been

approximated from RELAP5 hydrodynamic output by using only the pressure and

momentum force terms applied at various points in the piping; this

technique is docun_nted in Reference 6 and will herein be referred to as

the old approach. Recently, another technique to approximate the fluid

induced forces was generated which utilized the pressure and momentum force

terms in addition to a fluid acceleration term; this technique is

documented in Reference 7 and will herein be referred to as the modified

approach. This section provides a brief comparison between the old and

modified approaches and the new approach used in the R5FORCEprogram.

Refering to Figure 5, subforces SF105 and SF108, and the sum of these

forces, CF203, will be used for the comparison. Two fluid transients were

used, the sample problem discussed in Section 5 and the same sample problem

with a liquid slug in the loop seal.

Evaluating the Section 5 sample problem first, Figures I0 and II

provide time history information for subforces SF105 and SF108,

respectively. Note that prior to and during the early stages of valve

opening, the force predictions by the old, modified and new methods were

very similar; as the fluid velocity became significant however, there were

slight differences between the techniques. This was more evident in the

time history of combined force CF203 which is shown in Figure 12_ The

modified and new methods predicted a peak force of approximately 7000 N

(occurring immediately after the relief valve opened) which eventually

approached zero as steady flow was achieved. The old approach predicted a

higher maximum force of approximately II,000 N which then decreased to a

relatively constant value of 4000 N during steady Flow. This significant

force observed at steady state is not consistent with theory and is the

result of neglecting the frictional shear force term. By computing the

pressure and momentum forces at two points in a piping system, the momentum

change between the two points is not balanced by the shear force, resulting

in an unrealistic combined force. This was the only _ignificant difference

24
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Figure li. Comparison of the old, modified and

new approaches for subforce SF]08

for the sample problem.
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observed between the old and the modified and new approaches. Differences

between the modified and new method are slight, however, the new method

will eliminate instabilities and data spikes previously encountered with

the modified method, as shown in the next sample problem.

Evaluating the second sample problem, a liquid slug in the loop seal,

Figures 13, 14, and 15 provide time history information for subforces SF105

and SF108 and combined force CF203, respectively. The trends of this

evaluation are identical to those noted is the first sample problem, except

for data spikes associated with the modified method. The effect of these

data spikes is clearly shown in Figure 16 for the modified method versus

Figure 17 for the new method; combined force CF203 over the time range of

0.2 to 0.5 seconds. The old approach predicted a maximum force of

approximately 47,000 N, decreasing to a relative constant value of 4,000 N

during steady flow. The modified and new approaches are effectively

identical except for the data spikes associated with the modified method.

The new method predicted a peak force of approximately 41,000 N whereas the

modified method, because of the data spikes, predicted a higher peak force

of approximately 65,000 N. The modified method in this example would have

resulted in peak forces approximately 60% higher than the new method, due

entirely to data spikes. Other problems run with both methods have

resulted in peak ,1odi'fied forces many orders of magnitude higher than the

new method. In such situations, the user is required to examine the data

in detail to eliminate potential data spikes, if possible.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the old, modified and
new approaches for subforce SF105
for the second sample problem.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the o]d, ,odified and
new approaches for subforce SF]08
for the second samp]e prob]em.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the old, modified and
new approaches for combined force
CF203 for the second sample problem.
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Figure ]7. N_w approach fo_" combined fox-ce
CF 20:3 for the second sample prob]eff
from 0.2 to 0.5 seconds.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

An approach has been outlined and a computer program developed for

transient and steady state force calculations using hydrodynamic output

data from the RELAP5/MOD3computer code. This program is considered an

improvement over existing force calculation techniques available at EG&G

Idaho because it solves the force equation using the pressure and wall

shear force terms instead of the pressure and fluid acceleration terms,

eliminating potential instabilities associated with computing the time

derivative in the fluid acceleration term; and uses output from the

RELAP5/MOD?program, an advanced one-dimensional computer program that is

fast, accurate and easy to use.

lt must be understood that verification studies with R5FORCF/MOD3s

program have been very limited and no comparison with experimental data has

yet been made.
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APPENDIX A

UEVEI.I)PMENT OF THE GENERAl. FORCE EQUATION

A force can be exerted on a container in only three ways"

• I. By means of pressure which acts on the surface of the container

• 2. By means of a shear force (friction) between a fluid and the

surface t)f t.he container

3. By means of an interactior_ between the container and a structural

support member.

Consider the cross sectional view of the arbitrary shaped container

showt_ in Figure A-l where'

S = local normal stress
n

= local shear stress

ds = differential surface element

P -- local pressure

= local density

u = local fluid velocity

= unit vector normal to a surface

nT = unit vector tangent to a surface

I-_ = unit vector in the desired force direction

A = area
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I I

Figure A-I. Generalized fluid container.
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with the following subscript notati(_n'

1 " internal

E = external

1 - control surface ! (inlet)

/ = co,,tr'ol surface 2 (outlet)

j - control surface 3

The force acting on the control surface in the direction I-can then be

written ds the sum of two surface integrals, or

F - Sn(n • [)ds + t (nT " [) ds (A-I)
s

For all inviscid treatment, the shear term in Equation (A-l) is not used and

the force is obtained utilizing only the normal force term. When viscous

losses are considered, the shear force term in Equation (1) is generally

difficult to evaluate. Through an application of the law of conservation

of momentum, as- alternate form of Equation (I) can be derived (footnote)*

and written in one-dimensionalform as

F - a /]'j 2 + (PI + P U2at. _IIdvl - (PI1 + Pll UII) Ali 2 12 12) AI2 (A-2)

*R. L. Williamson, FORCE!' A Program to Compute Fluid Induced Forces Usin9
" HydrodyT1amicOutput"from theRELAPb [_oed_-_,EGG-EA-5631, Octoberlg_l.
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II_i:, l.t:,l_ i_llle is L_sed extensively Lo evaluate fluid forces acting on a

L._Ji_t_li,_ul'. ilowever, this technique has potential instabilities associated

wiLl_ cumputifl!l the time derivative in tile fluid acceleration term, often

requiring various smoothing techniques to make the output useful.

If however, the shear force and pressure distribution are known for a

container, Equation (A-I) can be used directly to obtain the fluid force on

the container. Expanding Equation (A-I) over the three control surfaces

identified in Figure .'_-I and neglecting gravitational forces results in the

following:

j'.l" (hl" C)dScsI + _I Snl2 (n2" _) dScs2F - Snl 1
CS1 CS2

IIjl! _,, I_. ;l_s_+ ,_ I_,. r_l_c_,C 3 CS1

o

CS2 CS3

" - " (_2 " _-)dsCS2- (_IE)d_cslIi"sNE2CSl cs2

- 1 (_3 [)dscs3 TEl (nTl " L)dScsl
CS3 CS1

- ii IE2 (_T2 " l])dscs2 - _I TE3 (_T3 " l])dScs3 (A-2)
CS2 CS3

Sulm, ing forces in the direcItion of fluid flow (L) and'

I. Neglecting external shear force effects, and ,
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_'. Recogvlizing that for the one-dimensional uniform cross sectional

drea control volume assumption in RELAP5"

(_3 o C) : 0

I

(_TI " [1 : 0
i.

(nT2 " f') = 0

Resu Its in

F = CSIIISnII (_l " l])dScsl + J'_ Sn (n2 " [)dScs2CS2 12

. T • - (nl " E)dScsl+ .li" I3 (nT3 [)dscs3 j'J" SnE,1
CS3 CS1

- s. z " [)dScsz (A,3)
CS2

Since the local static pressure distribution is not known, the normal

stress will be defined in terms of the quasi steady change in momentum (the

local static pressure.plus the fluid momentum). In addition, the external

fluid velocity effects will be neglected which is consistent with

neglecting the external shear force effects, resulting in

Jl 2)(_ , [')dsF = (PII + °l Ul 1 CS1
CS1

iJ

+ II (PI2 + _[ uI2)(n2 " [)dscs2
CS2
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II 'l_ (nlj " [)dScs3 " PE1 (nl " C)dscsI
(;% _ ' CS1

" Ij " F.)d cs3 (A-4)
CS2

I

Now, ass_hning that the fluid velocity, density and pressure are uniform
i

over t)_e locdl cross-sectioi1al area and that the shear is uniform over the

l(Jcdl co_itrol volume surface area, which is consistant with the

one-d_,,ensional app_'oximation used in RELAP5, results in the following'

2)(;_ • I-_)A _ (P + u 2 • [) AF : (PLI _ Pl Ul 1 II 12 Pl I )(_2 12

*_i,3(T_F3" [) AI3-PE] (_I " [) AEI -PE2 (_2 " [) AE2 (A-5)

For the one-dimensional uniform cross-sectional area control volume

assumption in RELAP5, the following unit vectors can be evaluated from

Figure A-I"

(_l " IT.):-I

(_2" L): 1

(_T3" F_) : l

Substituting these expressions into Equation (A-5) yields the

fol owing _xpression for the force acting on a container'
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2
F _ "(PI I _ _'I uI )(AII) + (PIP- _ "[ uI )(AI2)

+ [13 AI3 + PEI AE1 " PE2 AE2 (A-6)
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APPENDIX B

I)EVEL!]PMENFOF IHE JLINCT[ONPRESSURE AND

,]UNCTIONAREA TERMS

A general equation for the force exerted on a container has been

developed and can be expressed as

F - - (P[I _ vl u i) Ali + (PI2 + _! u21) AI2 + PE1 AEI " PE2 AE2 + _ As (B-l)

wl,_re

A = volume surface area

P = fluid pressure

u = fluid velocity

: fluid density

: shear force per unit area

and the subscripts (I) and (E) refer to interior or external conditions,

tlle subscripts (I) and (2) refer to the volume inlet or outlet and the

subscript (s) refers to the interior surface area parallel to the flow.

Equation (B-l) is made up of five terms. Two of these terms represent

forces associated with time volume inlet junction, two with the volume

outlet junction and one with the volume itself. The application of

Equation (B-l) will differ depending on the type of volume end geometry.

In particular, a volume carl be connected to an adjoining volume in one of

four ways:
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I, CLJ_I,tlllied-,-Altjacerll.: volumes at'e at ttle same angle, such as

//_)llll,es I:V2 arid (:V3 irl Figure B-]

' Bounded--Adjacent volunles are at different angles such asL. d

V_)lumes CV3 arid CV4 in Figure B-I

3, Open--A volume represents the end of a pipe, although continued

Lo an adjacent volume irl the RELAP5 model, such as Volume CV4 in

Fi'lgure B- l

4. Spe(:ia]--Mecilanistic junction models, such as the relief valve

betweerl Volumes CVl and CV2 in Figure B-I.

l'hese geometries can also contain area changes between adjacent

volumes and a constant or variable junction throat ratio, simulating an

orifice or a valve. The volume pressure and momentum, shear force and

shear force area terms are readily available on the RELAP5 output tape.

The internal and external quasi steady change in momentum at the inlet and

outlet junction of each computational volume and the areas that the change

in momentum acts oil must be computed.

I, Development of the Junction Change in MomentumTerm

rhe internal and external change in momentum (pressure plus momentum

flux) at t,he inlet and outlet junction of each computational volume must be

determined in order to determine the forces acting on thatvolume. The

external pressure is defined through the input data and defaults to

14.7 psia (O.]Ol MPa) for ali junction types except an open junction. For

an open junction, the external pressure is defined as the pressure plus

momentum flux in the adjacent downstream volume of the RELAP5 model. This

will allow the effects of variable dischar'ge conditions to be included in

the dnalysis.
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Figure B-l, Typical piping/control volume
system.
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l h_: internal change in momentum is defined as tile pressure plus

m_),Je_It_umrl_× in a volume. The change in momentum at a junction must be

dpplo_imated r_'om the vo]ul,e change in momentum. Or_ly the outlet junction

change in momentum will be developed for each junction type, the inlet

junctil_,t change in momentum development being identical with the exception

of tile open junction which is not allowed as an inlet junction.

Continued Junction

F igur_ B-2 shows the location of the desired outlet junction change in

momentum team. This quantity will be approximated using a ratio of the

adjacerlt volume quantities and volume lengths as

(P+pU2)2 DL3 + (P+pU2)3 DL2

(P + _>U2)j : DL2 + DL3 (B-2)

This method will provide a reasonable approximation of the outlet junction

change i_l momentum except for the following situations:

I. If che downstream volume (volume 3) is a time dependent volume.

then DL3 will be zero. For this situation, the computational
and upstream volumes (volumes 1 and 2) will be used to

approximate the outlet junction change in momentum as

DL2 I U2 2 1

U2 + P + _ ) - (P + #U ) (8-3)

(P + _u_)J = (P + P )2 BLl + BL2 2 lj

2. If the outlet junction is choked or an area restriction (orifice,

valve) exists at the junction, a non-linear decrease in the
, .

hydraulic head will occur and the adjacent change in momentum

carlnot be used to determine the outlet junction change in

nlomentum. For this situation, the computational and upstream

volumes (volumes I and 2) will be used to approximate the outlet

junction change in momentum as discussed in item I.
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Figure B-2. Outlet junction change in momentum
approximation method,
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s. tr eitt_er items 1 or 2 exist and if either the upstream volume

(voltmle I) Is a Lime dependent volume (DI. 1 will be zero) or the

i_llet junction is choked or an area restriction (orifice, valve)

exists, the junction change in momentum will besetequal to the

volume change in momentum.

4. If a downstream volume does not exist, then the junction change

in momentum will be set equal to the volume change in momentum.

Bounded 'jIJllction

Tile it_Lernal change in momentum for this type of junction is identical

to the continued junction.

Upell junction

Tile internal change in momentum for an open junction will be

determined by methods 2 and 3 for the continued junction. The other

techniques are not applicable since there is no physical piping downstream

of an open pipe (Volume 3 would not exist).

Special Junction

The internal change in momentum for this type of junction is identical

to the continued junction,

2. Development of the Junction Area Term

The areas that the internal and external change in momentum acts on in

mach computational .volume must be determined in order to determine the

forces acting on that volume. Only the outlet junction area will be

developed for each junction type, tile inlet junction area development being

identical with the exception of the open junction which is not allowed as

an inlet junction. RELAP5 internal and output termnology will be used in

the development of the following expressions.
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Cut_t:_nued,)t_ncLion

Pigllre B-3A shows the geometric configuraLion of a typical continued

junction. The internal area f_ust account for the effects of an area change

bet..een adjacent volumes and a junction flow area which could be larger or

smaller than the computational volume. The effects of these two geometries

are accounted for as

I * 1 (B-6)

AIR = AV2 -minimuul Aj2 TRJ2

AV3

A zero or negative result means that there will be no area for the junction

change in momentum to act on, thus there will be no force at that location.

FD_eexLernal area must account for the effects of an area change

between adjacent volumes. Tile effect of this geometry is accounted for as

AER : AV2 - AV3 (B-7)

Bounded Junction

Figure B-3B shows the geometric configuration of a typical bounded

junction. The internal area must account for the effects of an area change

between the volume and the junction (AIR1) as well as the area of the

junction (AIR2). The effects of these two geometries are accounted for as

AIR 1 - AVl - AjI * TRjI (B-8)

AIR 2 : Ajl * TRjI (B-9)
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I-igure B-3A. Continued junction geometric
configuration.

I ,

/qze_ _ _ u,,uc'r'l _ ,,J I

Vo c um_ I

Vo C u,,,_ F 7.

F i,}ure B-3B, Bounded junction geometric
configuratinn.
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VOcum_ 3

Figure B-3C. Open junction geometric

configuration.

Figure B-3D, Special relief valve geometric
configuration with the orifice on
the valve outlet.
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ii_u <_.;(Li;;_'_al,irea ulust occou_iL For tl_e effects of arl ar_.a change between

tilw coinput;aLi_)_al volume and tile ,junction as well as tile bend. These

ge_)J,_et_'ies ar_ accourited for as

AER : AVf (B-IO)

(Jpen Junction

Figure B-3C slluws the geoilleLric configuration of a typical open

juncLioii, l he i_Leri_al area must account for the effects of a junction

#:low ared which coi_ld be larger or sma]ler than the computational volume.

i l_ effect _Jf tl_is geometry is accounted for as

AIR = AV_ Aj2 * TRj2 (B-II)

The external area must account for the effects Of a junction flow area

which could be larger or smaller than the computational volume. The effect

of this geometry is accounted for as

AER = AV2 . Aj2 * TRj2 (B-12)

Special Junction

Figure B-3D shows the geometric configuration of the special relief

valve meci_anistic model with the orifice on the valve outlet• The

mecharlistic model with the orifice on the valve inlet can be obtained by

interchanging the inlet and outlet junction areas. The internal area must

account for tlle effects of a dead end for one junction and a bounded

junction for the other. The effects of these two geometries are accounted

for- as

AIR = AVf (B-13)
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A : * TRj (B-14)IL 1 AV_.'- A,II I

" l_<j (B-J5)AII._J_ AjI I

The external area must account for the effects of a bend. This geometry is
accounted for as

" AER :: AV1 (B-16)

AE[ = AV2 (B-17)
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APPENDIX C

DEVELOPMENTOF THE SHEAR FORCE COMPONENTAND

MODIFICATION.OF THE RELAP5 ROUGHNESSTERM

I. DEVELOPMENTOF THE SHEAR FORCE COMPONENT

The force componentcontributionto shear can be consideredto be the

sum of the shear forces for the gas and fluid,or

Fshear' Fshearg+ Fshearf (C-I)

where the shear force for each phase is equal to the shearing stress,or

the wall friction per unit area for the phase times the pipe surfacearea

proportionalto the phase, or

Fshearg Tg eg _ D L (C-2)

Fshearf Tf ef _ D L (C-3)

Reference (9) definesthe wall friction drag coefficientas one eighth

of the phasic frictionfactor times the absolutevelocitytimes the pipe

perimeterproportionalto the phase times the density of the phase divided

by the pipe cross sectionalarea, or

_g Ug PERg pg
FWg : 8 A (C-4)

_f uf PERf pf
FWf- 8 A (C-5)

• The pipe perimeterproportionalto the phasecan be expressed as the

phasic void fraction times the pipe perimeter (4A/D),or

C-I



4Aaq (c-6)
PERg = ag PER : D

4 A _.Z (C-7) 'PERf : af PER - D

Substituting the above into Equation,s (C-4) and (C-5) and solving for >,f

and _g yields

2 D FWg (C-8)
_g - ug ag Rg

2 D FWf

_f : uf ef pf (C-9)

The wall friction per unit area is defined as one eighth of tile friction

factor times the phasic density times the velocity times the absolute

velocity, or

Tg : I >,g#g Ug lugl (c-io)

Tf = _ >,fpf uf lufl (C-ll)

Substituting Equations (C,-8) and (C-9) into the above yields

FWqD Uq
: - _ - (C-12)

Tg 4 ag

FWf D uf (C-13)
Tf = 4 ef

Substitutingthe above into Equations(C-2) and (C-3)yields

FWg D2 u x LF : - g (C-14)
shearg 4

FWf D2 uf _ L
F : (C-15)
shearf 4
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2. MODIFICATIONOF THE RELAP5ROUGHNESSTERM

Due to the solution technique used in RSFORCE/MOD3s,system components

which result in a frictional loss, such as elbows, must be modeled by

modifying the volume roughness rather than by adding a form loss

coefficient at a junction• Form losses, such as orifices and valves, must

" still be calculated by the addition of an energy loss coefficient or an

area change at a junction• This section of the appendix discusses how to

modify the volume roughness term to account for frictional losses.

Currently, frictional loss geometries such as elbows are modeled by

adding an energy 'loss coefficient at a junction• This energy loss

coefficient is the product of the turbulent friction factor and the

L-over-D ratio, or

K = ft (L/D)L (C-16)

where ft is based on the Colebrook Equation,

1 = -2 log E 2.51
I0 3 7 D + c-i7)• Re'_-f-

Assuming turbulent flow (Re : large), this expression can be simplified to

E
I___:-2 log10 3.7----D

or,

2

ft I ]

= E

-2 log10 3.7 D'

To modify the volume roughness, an equivalent turbulent friction factor must

be determined as the sum of the above ft (L/D)L and the ft (L/D)v of the
. volume being modified, or

fe (L/D.)v : ft (L/D)v + ft (L/D)L
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or,

(L/D)v+ (L/D)L (C-19)
fe : ft (L/D)v

The equivalentturbulentfrictionfactor can now be used to calculate an

equivalentvolume roughnessby rearrangingEquation (C-18) as

I

-297 e
Ee : 3.7 D 10 (C-20)

Using this value [Equation(C-20)]of volume roughnessinsteadof the

normal pipe roughnesswill incorporatethe effects of frictionallosses

into the shear term.

As an example, consideran elbow in a RELAP5 model which has an

L-over-D loss of 16 (K : 16 ft)" The length and diameter of the volume

upstream of the elbow is 1.60 ft ,and0.6651 ft (L/D : 2.406), and

downstreamof the elbow is 2.00 ft and 0.6651 ft (L/D = 3.007). The pipe

roughness (E) is nominally0.00015 ft.

Half the elbow resistance(L/D : 8) will be added to the volume

upstream of the elbow and half downstreamof the elbow. From Equation

(C-18),the turbulentfriction factor can be calculatedfor both volumes

ast

[ I ]2ft : 0.00015
-2 loglo (3.7)(0.6651)

=0.01407

The equivalentturbulentfrictionfactor can now be determined from

Equation (C-19)as,
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2.406 + 8
fe (upstream) = 0.01407--2'406

: 0.0609

fe (downstream) = 0.014073.0073.007+ 8
I

= 0.0515

The equivalent volume roughness can now be calculated using Equation (C-20)

as,

- 2_ O.0609

Ee (upstream) : (3.7)(0.6651)I0

: 0.02317

I

-2_/0.0515
Ee (downstream)= (3.7)(0.6651) I0

= 0.01541

Using these Eevalues for the respective volume roughness terms will

simulate the effects of an elbow.
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APPENDIXD

RELAP5CODEUPDATESANDOUTPUTTAPE FORMAT

I. RELAP5CODEUPDATES

Add a call to subroutine forces from within subroutine dtstep as follows'

iplt = iecf
iecf = iand(iecf, iprnt)

*if def,plots, I
* if (iand(iecf,8).ne.O .and. filid(15).ne.O.O) call pltrec

if (iand(iecf,4) .ne. O) callmirec
if (iand(iecf, 2) .ne. O) call majout

C

C

call forces
C

C

if (iand(iecf, 1) .ne. O) call rstrec
ivskp2 = iand(iplt,ishft(iprnt,3))
if (iand(iplt,8) .ne. O) then

if (iand(ivskp2,8).ne.O .or. iand(iprnt,32).ne.O) then
call pl twrt
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Add a new subroutine called forces as follows"

subroutine forces
C

implicitreal*8(a-h,o-z)
Include 'genrl.h'
include 'comctl.h'
Include 'contrl.h'
include 'fast.h'
include 'jundat.h'
nclude 'voldat.h'

C

C ****************************************** ' '

c *** updates to write an r5force stress***
c *** tape _ every,successfultime step ***
c *** (writesto file 23: rS-.rSf) ***
c *** 32 bit vax machine version ***
C ********************************************

C

data jflag /0/
if (jflag.eq.O)then

open (23,file='r5-r5f'status=' Form=', new', unformatted')
jflag = I

c
c - write total number of volumes and junctions
C

write(23)nvols(2,filndx(4)),njuns(2,filndx(5)),ptitle
C

c - computeand write control volume geometry
C

iv = filndx(4)
ive = iv + (nvols(2,iv)- I) * ivskp
do 83 i = iv, ive, ivskp

if (dl(i).eq.O.O)then
dzdl - 3.0

else
dzdl = dz(i) / (dl(i)* 4.903325)

endif
write(23)volno(2,i),avol(i),dzdl, di(i)

83 continue
c
c - write connectionand controlparametersfor junctions
C

ij = filndx(5)
ije : ij + (njuns(2,ij) - I) * ijskp
do 84 i = i j, ije, ijskp

write(23) junno(2,i), ajun(i), ijlvn(2,i), ij2vn(2,i)
84 continue

endif
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C

c - write the problem time
C

write(23)timehy
c

, c - loop throughvolumes, computeaveragevolume shear
c - force and volume pv**2 term, write to tape
C

do 86 i --iv, ive, ivskp
frf = fwalf(i) * velf(i)* di(i) * diamv(i)**2
frg = fwalg(i) * velg(i)* di(i) * diamv(i)**2
frtot = 3.1415927* 0.25 * (frf + frg)
pv2v = voidf(i) * rhof(i)* velf(i)**2+

& voidg(i) * rhog(i)* velg(i)**2
write(23)p(i), frtot, pv2v

86 continue
c
c - loop throughjunctions,write to tape
c

do 87 i - ij, ije, ijskp
write(23)athrot(i),jc(2,i)

87 continue
C

return
end
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2. OUTPUT TAPE FORMAT

System Geometry (writtenonce).

I. TotalNumber of Volumes;Total Number of Junctions;RELAP5

Version

2. For each volume, Volume Number; Volume Area; Volume Inclination;

Volume Length

3. For each junction, Junction Number; Junction Area: "From"

Junction Control Flag; "To" Junction control Flag.

Output Data (writtenevery time step)

I. Time

2. For each volume, Volume Pressure; Average Volume Shear Force;

Average Volume MomentumFlux

3. For each junction,JunctionThroat Ratio; "To" Junction Control

(Contains"To" JunctionChoking Flag).
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APPENDIX F

PI!OGRAMIJSERSGIJII]E

llle pul'pose of this appeTldix is to provide slJfflcient information to

permit application of the R5FORCEprogram to a typical piping .system

Incl_Ided are a descriptiotl of tile force modeling strategy, detailed user

input instructions, and a sample prob]em, lt is recommended that the main

body of this report be read antl understood prior to using the program.

I, FORCEMODELINGSFRA'IEGY

Fi_e RELAP5 code numerically computes the fluid transient response

witllin a piping system by dividing the system into a number of hydrodynamic

control volumes connected by junctions. Associated with each control

vulume and ,junction is a nine digit integer reference number. This

reference number is written to the RELAP5 hydrodytlamic output tape and is

Ll_eretore available for use in the force calculation program. In the

R5FORCEinput instructions, force control volumes can then be constructed

simply by specifying the applicable RELAP5 control volume reference numbers.
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'2, R!)F(]Rr:,ELNPiJTAN[) OIITPUT

li, ls ,,erI. luVl providers _le_ailed i_piJt ]nsLru(:Liurls and a discussion of

Lllu varluus rvludelirlg v'ules and sign conventions used in the R5FORCEprogram.

2.I .In.put Instructions

All input data is in free format input and default information is

contaivled irl par_nthesi. I_put daLa need noL be entered if default values

dre aceptable.

(lard Number . PARAMErER

-- Title Card, with the "=" sign in Colurnn 1

ll.)_) Output Units, "BRITISH" or "METRIC" (BRIIISH)

Input Units, "BRITISH" or "METRIC" (BRIFISH)

200 Time Between Printouts, seconds (I.0)

Start Time, seconds (0.0)

Finish Time, seconds (I.0 x 1012)

300 Ambient Pressure, psia or Pa (14.7 psia or 0.]01 MPa)

400 i!ype of Printed Output:

Output contains problem definition and summary output
in addition to the following options"

"CHECK"--input check only, problem stops at the end of
input process ing

"NONE"--no output at requested printout times

"FORCES"--Subforce and combined force output at
requested printout times

"ALL"--Subforce, combined force and volume force output
at requested printout times

(FORCES)

500 Maximum Number of Subfor.ces Per Combined Force (5)
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6()(I JuncLiorl ntmlber o'_ bends when both adjacent volumes are
ilorizontal (more than one jLinction number can be on a card)

620 JLJncLio_1,lumber of a special geometry, such as a relief
valve, witl_ an orifice at the outlet but not at the inlet.
This geometry assumes the adjacent volumes are at angles to
each other. (More than one junction number can be on a
card)

640 Same as the 620 card except the orifice is at the inlet
only, not the outlet.

- 700 Initial force zeroing
._ONLER[ --Do not zero initlal forces

IXXX Subforce input information for all geometries except an
open pipe (XXX is the subforce number)

Direction of subforce relative to the RELAP5 model. A
positive number is in the direction of positive flow in tile
RELAP5 model and a negative number is in the direction of
negative flow in the RELAP5 model.

Beginning control volume nulnber of the subforce relative to
the RELAP5 model

_ control volume number of the subforce relative to
LAP5 model. If this control volume number is the

same as the beginning control volume number, either a zero
may be entered or the control volume number may be repeated.

Combined Force Number/Direction relative to subforce
direction. A positive number is in the direction of the
subforce and a negative number is in the opposite direction
of the subforce. Note that a combined force number need
not be entered.

2XXX Subforce input information for an open pipe. Input
identical to card IXXX.

2.2 Force Direction Conventions

In order to be consistent with the basic equations solved in R5FORCE,

the following conventions must be followed.

I. The RELAP5 model must be developed in the direction of positive
flow. *
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2. The force directionmust be colinear with the pipe axis, in any

direction.

3. System componentswhich result in a frictionalloss, such as

elbows,must be modeledby modifyingthe volume roughnessrather

than by adding an energy loss coefficientat a junction.
i w

2.3 Output

The RSFORCE/MOD3sprogramwrites informationto both an output file

(which is usuallyprinted) and a disk or tape file (for structuralinput).

The output file containsan echo of all input data, informati(,,,about

input data processing,and then force results at requestedprintout times.

This informationis considered self-explanatoryand will be show in a

sample problemto be discussed later•

Two disk or tape files are currentlywritten at every time step in the

fo]lowing format:

(I) TIME, FORCE I, FORCE 2, ...., FORCE N,

(2) TIME, PRESSURE I, PRESSURE2, ...., PRESSUREM,

where N is the total number of subforcesand combined forces and M is the

total number of RELAP5 hydrodynamiccontrolvolumes. The force file is

called tape-f and the pressure file is called tape-p. The last page of

input processing (in the previouslydiscussedoutput File) provides a

descriptionof the time/forcearray. For referencepurposes, the total

number of time steps on the disk or tape file is also written on the output

file following the last time step.. Also written out is a summary of the

maximumpositive and negative volume forces, subforces and combines forces.
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3. SAMPLEPROBI.EM

A detailed sample problem is now preserlted to help users become

ramt liar with the use of the R5FORCEprogram.

, The piping system geometry and fluid transient used for the sample

problem have been previously described irl the main body of this report.

Figure F-I shows the piping system and includes a description of the

subforces and combined forces to be computed. Figure F-2 is a RELAP5

nodalization diagram of this system showing the hydrodynamic control

,_ volumes and junctions as well as each of the control volumes used for force

calculations. Note that in general, a force control volume is made up of

several hydrodynamic control volumes. A description of the required

R5FORCEinput data for this sample problem is listed irl Figure F-3.

Prior to performing any calculations the R5FORCEprogram provides an

echo of the input data (Figure F-3), and then processes this data. During

processing, the user is provided with a description of the RELAP5

hydrodynamic model, information on each of the component and combined

forces, a description of the output format of the force file, the initial

forces in the system at time zero and the resultant zeroed forces at time

zero. Note that all later force values are in reference to the zeroed

force values. Appendix G contains a copy of this input processing

description for the sample problem.

Figures F-4, F-5, and F-6 represent sample force results at times 0. I,

0.25, and 0.7 s, respectfully. At 0.I s, the relief valve is completely

closed and the only significant unbalanced force (see the combined forces

in Figure F-4) occurs upstream of the relief valve which is undergoing

rapid pressurization. At 0.25 s the relief valve is in the process of

opening and there exists significant unbalanced forces at all points in the

, system. At 0.7 s the flow is essentially at steady-state and the

unbalanced forces are small.
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Figure F-lo Sample piping system showning
selected forces.
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lJpon completiofl of the requested force calculations, the R5FORCE

program provides a summary identifying the maximum positive and negative

forces encountered for each volume force, subforce and combined force

requested, including the time of tile maximum force. Appendix H contains a

copy of this output for the sample problem.
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